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INTRODUCTION

2015 – NEW WORLD OF WORK: LEADING – REINVENTING – ENGAGING – REIMAGINING

Imagine a business world where employees would find meaning and purpose in

their works, organizations would provide high quality services, value to their

customers and profits to their shareholders, and at the same time the new

generations would inspired to become good enough to be the next business

leaders. What would it be if we could predict the future and prepare our

organizations to overcome challenges in effective manner, and to achieve the

results that we strive for? How we can create a dynamic and flexible environment,

able to adjust on continuous changes and convert it to a competitive advantage?

As it’s showed at Deloitte’s 2015 Global Human Capital Trends, one of the largest

longitudinal studies for Human Resources, organizations are facing similar

challenges, recognizing the need for change, and navigating new innovative ways

to create value to their people. It appears that as of 2015 onwards we are

entering into a New World of Work.

In this new world there are 10 trends that have been ranked as the most important drivers for

organizations to achieve high performance levels. Cyprus results are not significantly varied from global

and regional level:

1. Leadership is No1 concern for local organizations, especially when it comes to the need for

development of young generations. A focus on leadership at all levels, coupled with consistent year-

over-year spending in this area, is essential for organizations to remain competitive.

Message from Country Leader:

George Pantelides

Partner
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INTRODUCTION

2015 – NEW WORLD OF WORK: LEADING – REINVENTING – ENGAGING – REIMAGINING

2. Organizations that create a Culture defined by meaningful work, deep employee Engagement, job

and organizational fit, and strong leadership are outperforming their peers and will beat their

competition in attracting top talent.

3. Companies that transform their Learning and Development programs are not only able to accelerate

skills development and more successfully build their leadership pipelines, but also to directly impact

employee engagement and retention, one of the biggest challenges cited this year.

4. In this new world, HR is shifting from a group of generalists to a team of highly skilled business

consultants. HR can drive operational value by eliminating much of the daily HR transactional work.

5. Innovative new Performance Management models are now becoming an imperative as businesses

modernize and improve their talent solutions.

6. To engage and retain On-demand Workforce, companies should think broadly about how their HR

programs, strategies, and analytics tools could be applied not only to full-time employees but also to

contingent and part-time workers.

7. In 2015, successful companies will continue to take steps to Simplify Work, reduce administrative

burdens, and streamline complex processes.

8. Companies must therefore make a serious commitment to utilize Internal People Data, search for

robust solutions from their core system vendors, and hire people into HR who have an interest and

background in analytics and statistics.

9. By staying abreast of changes in cognitive technologies and focusing on strategies to help redesign

work, HR can drive productivity improvements—and help people redefine their roles—while

maximizing the benefits of these new Technologies.

10. The time has arrived for HR to leverage the valuable insights People Data can yield—from internal

and External Sources.

All this data can be viewed using an interactive tool, the Human Capital Trends Dashboard, available at 

www.deloitte.com/hcdashboard.

http://www.deloitte.com/hcdashboard


The 10 critical Global 

Human Capital Trends
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 10 critical Human Capital Trends have been identified for 2015, which are categorised into four broad 

areas, as following:

OVERVIEW OF HUMAN CAPITAL TRENDS

10 TRENDS ACROSS FOUR AREAS OF STRATEGIC FOCUS

LEADERSHIP

LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

CULTURE AND ENGAGEMENT

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

WORKFORCE ON DEMAND

PEOPLE DATA EVERYWHERE

REINVENTING HR

HR AND PEOPLE ANALYTICS

SIMPLIFICATION OF WORK

MACHINES AS TALENT

LEADING

ENGAGING

REINVENTING

REIMAGINING
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LEADING

OVERVIEW OF HUMAN CAPITAL TRENDS

10 TRENDS ACROSS FOUR AREAS OF STRATEGIC FOCUS

LEADERSHIP: Why a perennial issue?
Companies are struggling to develop leaders at all levels and 

are investing in new and accelerated leadership models.

LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT: Into the spotlight 
Companies are actively exploring new approaches to learning 

and development as they confront increasing skills gaps. 

CULTURE AND ENGAGEMENT: The naked organization
Organisations are recognising the need to focus on culture and dramatically improve 

employee engagement as they face a looming crisis in engagement and retention.

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT: The secret ingredient
Organisations are replacing traditional performance management with innovative 

performance solutions.

WORKFORCE ON DEMAND: Are you ready?
Companies are taking a more sophisticated approach to managing all aspects of the 

workforce, including the hourly, contingent, and contract workforce. 

ENGAGING
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OVERVIEW OF HUMAN CAPITAL TRENDS

10 TRENDS ACROSS FOUR AREAS OF STRATEGIC FOCUS

PEOPLE DATA EVERYWHERE: Bringing the outside in
HR and talent organisations are expanding their data strategies by harnessing and 

integrating third-party data about their people from social media platforms.

REINVENTING HR: An extreme makeover
HR is undergoing an extreme makeover to deliver greater business impact and drive HR and 

business innovation.

HR AND PEOPLE ANALYTICS: Stuck in neutral
Too few organisations are actively implementing talent analytics capabilities to address 

complex business and talent needs.

REINVENTING

SIMPLIFICATION OF WORK: The coming revolution
Organisations are simplifying work environments and practices in response to information 

overload and increasing organisation and system complexity, and information overload.

MACHINES AS TALENT: Collaboration, not competition
The increasing power of computers and software to automate and replace knowledge 

workers is challenging organisations to rethink the design of work and the skills their 

employees need to succeed. 

REIMAGINING



Human Capital Trends –

Survey Demographics
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RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHICS – GLOBAL LEVEL

Over 3,300 business and HR leaders participated 

in the Global Survey, in 106 countries, in a variety 

of regions, functions, industries and organisations

1%

1%

3%

3%

4%

11%

12%

16%

22%

25%

Southeast Asia

Middle East

Oceania

Nordic Countries

Central & Eastern Europe

Africa

Asia

North America

Western Europe

Latin & South America

Regions

EMEA region accounted 1406 respondents

EMEA region includes countries from Europe 

(Central and Eastern, Western, Nordic countries), 

Middle East and Africa
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RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHICS – GLOBAL LEVEL

Respondents are mainly HR leaders (73%)The Survey 

represents a broad 

diversity across 

industries. 

15%

14%

13%

12%

12%

8%

8%

5%

11%

Industry

Financial Serices

Consumer Services

Manufacturing

Professional
Services

Technology, media,
&
telecommunications

Energy and
Resources

Public sector

73%

27%

Respondent Job Function 

HR

Non - HR

47%

31%

22%

Organization size

Small (1 to
1000)

Medium (1001
to 10000)

Large (10001+)
54%

13%

33%

Respondent Level

Mid-Level

Individual
contribution

C-Suite

Middle and top level managers 

representing the 87%.
The  majority of organizations are small 

businesses (47%).  
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RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHICS – LOCAL LEVEL

Cyprus accounted 40 

respondents: The sample is 

considered to be 

representative, in 

comparison to the market 

realities in Cyprus

The Survey represents a broad 

diversity of Cyprus business. 

Fully 97% of Cyprus 

respondents represent small 

and medium organizations

80%

20%

Respondent Job Function CY

HR

Non - HR

77%

20%

3%

Organization Size CY

Small (1 to
1000)

Medium (1001
to 10000)

Large
(10001+)

70%

20%

10%

Respondent Level CY

Mid-Level

Individual
contribution

C-Suite



Human Capital Trends –

Comparative Analysis of 

Global, Regional and Local 

Results



Analysis of Human Capital 

Capability Gap (Vs. priority 

areas)
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ANALYSIS OF HUMAN CAPITAL CAPABILITY GAP VS PRIORITY AREAS

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

• The Global Human Capital Survey

measures both the importance of critical

trends and issues and organizations’

perceived readiness to address the

challenges. The difference between the

importance and readiness for specific

trends is the “capability gap”– a measure

of how prepared organizations are to

respond to the most urgent human capital

issues.

• The importance, readiness and capability

gaps for the top ten Human Capital trends

for Cyprus, EMEA and Globally are shown

in the tables below.

• The biggest gap between importance and

readiness, both on a global and local level

appears to be on Leadership, that also

appears to be the number one priority.

• Culture & Engagement also appears to be

one of the most important issues around

the world

 On a local level:

- Similar to last year’s research, Leadership emerged 

as the most important trend in Cyprus. Leadership 

appears to be a long-lasting concern for both HR 

leaders and the C-suite, and in particular the need to 

identify and engage emerging leaders both 

generationally and globally.  In Cyprus, leadership has 

the largest capability gap of all the trends, remarkably 

significantly bigger than in the global results (-45 versus 

-36).

- Performance Management remains a priority for 

Cyprus, even though global trends indicate that 

traditional ways of performance management are 

changing. Performance is being reinvented for a new, 

forward-looking purpose.

- Simplification of work also appears to be a priority for 

Cyprus, as organisations appear to be overwhelmed by 

increasing organisation complexity, information overload 

and stressful working environment.

Click for graphical 
representation of results
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ANALYSIS OF HUMAN CAPITAL CAPABILITY GAP (VS. PRIORITY AREAS)

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Talent trends in Cyprus: importance vs. Readiness
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Talent trends regionally (EMEA): importance vs. Readiness

Talent trends globally: importance vs. Readiness
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* Click on each graph for separate representation
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ANALYSIS OF HUMAN CAPITAL CAPABILITY GAP VS PRIORITY AREAS

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Overall, organizations report low levels of readiness to respond to the trends.
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TOP TRENDS BY IMPORTANCE AND READINESS GAP

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS - ANALYSING THE IMPORTANCE INDEX

Cyprus

Note that, the figures in white circle (  #  ) represent the importance index score for ach challenge 

calculated on a 0-100 scale, which 0 represents the lowest possible degree of importance/readiness and 

100 represents the highest possible degree of importance. 
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 Consistent results appear regionally and globally. 

Organisations acknowledge that culture is the number 1 talent issue as it can become a key 

competitive advantage or organisation’s Achilles’ heel. And there is no place for 

organisations to hide.

 Leadership again appears at the top three priorities of importance. Organisations should 

thus start to focus on developing leaders at all levels and proceed with consistent 

investment, rather than treating it as a short term training.

Finally, Learning and Development is into the spotlight! Companies see an urgent need to 

build skills and capabilities. Despite this demand, capabilities in learning dropped 

significantly.

TOP TRENDS BY IMPORTANCE AND READINESS GAP

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS - ANALYSING THE IMPORTANCE INDEX
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EMEA

          Not Important         Somewhat Important         Important         Very Important

TREND DRILL DOWN RESPONSES DISTRIBUTION

Culture & Management 1,389 [78]

Leadership 1,386 [77]

Learning & Development 1,389 [73]

Reinventing HR 1,378 [70]

Workforce Capability 1,360 [70]

Global HR & Talent Management 1,307 [67]

Performance Management 1,376 [67]

Talent Acquisition 1,374 [66]

HR technology 1,364 [65]

HR & People Analytics 1,370 [64]

Simplifying work 1,368 [63]

Diversity & Inclusion 1,358 [60]

The Overwhelmed employee 1,349 [59]

Machines as talent 1,336 [54]

People Data everywhere 1,302 [49]
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GLOBAL

          Not Important         Somewhat Important         Important         Very Important

TREND DRILL DOWN RESPONSES DISTRIBUTION

Culture & Management 3,309 [78]

Leadership 3,302 [78]

Learning & Development 3,310 [74]

Reinventing HR 3,277 [71]

Workforce Capability 3,255 [70]

Performance Management 3,277 [68]

Talent Acquisition 3,275 [68]

Global HR & Talent Management 3,040 [66]

HR & People Analytics 3,267 [66]

HR technology 3,247 [66]

Simplifying work 3,265 [63]

The Overwhelmed employee 3,219 [61]

Diversity & Inclusion 3,241 [60]

Machines as talent 3,170 [60]
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PRIORITIES BY INDUSTRY

Consistently it appears that Leadership and Culture and engagement are among the top three priorities among 

industries.

Trends Global
Consumer 

business

Energy & 

resources

Financial 

services

Life sciences & 

health care
Manufacturing

Professional 

services
Public sector

Technology, 

media, & 

telecommunica

tions

Culture & 

engagement
78 81 76 81 79 75 78 75 77

Leadership 78 80 79 81 78 77 77 78 77

Learning & 

development
74 74 73 74 71 70 76 77 75

Reinventing HR 71 74 71 72 73 70 69 72 71

Workforce 

capability
70 69 72 70 74 68 72 68 73

Performance 

management
68 70 66 69 67 66 69 67 71

HR & people 

analytics
66 66 66 69 65 64 67 64 67

Simplification 

of work
63 64 60 64 63 62 64 64 63

Machines as 

talent
55 53 54 55 50 53 57 56 57

People data 

everywhere
50 49 49 50 50 48 50 48 52

Very Important Important Somewhat  Important Not Important
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ANALYSIS OF HUMAN CAPITAL CAPABILITY GAP (VS. PRIORITY AREAS)
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Analysis of HR Programs 

and Investments
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 Participants were asked to self-assess the 

capabilities of their organisation’s HR and talent 

programs

 Their responses were rated as follows:

A: Excellent

B: Good

C: Adequate

D: Getting By

E: Underperforming

 In Cyprus, it appears that 10 percent (%) believe 

that their HR function is “excellent”, that is 5 

percent (%) more than Global results, indicating 

that companies are developing and investing in 

Talent Programs for further developing the skills 

of people.

HR PROGRAMS AND INVESTMENTS

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS - HR AND TALENT PROGRAMS

 Participants were asked to rate their plans to invest 

in HR in the next 12-18 months

 The following options were provided to the 

participants:

Significantly increase (more than 5%)

 Increase (1-5%)

Remain the same

Decrease

Significantly decrease

Not Applicable

 Organisations worldwide plan an increase in HR 

investments - In Cyprus, 16% of organisations plan 

to significantly increase investment in HR in the 

next 12-18 months.

HR and Talent 

programs

HR investment in 

next 12-18 months

Click for graphical 
representation of results
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HR PROGRAMS AND INVESTMENTS

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

HR and 

Talent 

programs

Growth in spending averages 

at +1.53%

Growth in spending averages at 

+1.82%
Growth in spending averages at 

+1.42%

Cyprus EMEA Global

HR investment in next 12-18 months

Back to the analysis of 
results
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c. Analysis of Business 

Outlook
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BUSINESS OUTLOOK

 Participants were asked to outline their general outlook for business in 2014, across the following options: 

 Strong growth compared to 2014

 Moderate growth compared to 2014

 Similar growth compared to 2014

 Slower growth than 2014

 Much slower growth than 2014

 15% of Cypriot respondents, 16% of respondents on the global level and 15% on the regional level expect 

strong to moderate business growth in 2014 – showing consistency.

 At the same time 28% of Cypriot respondents expect similar growth compared to 2014 for this year, similar to 

global (30%) and regional (31%).

CyprusGlobal EMEA



Where companies can start?
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 How can organisations utilise the opportunities derived from HR trends and stand out?

HUMAN CAPITAL TRENDS

WHAT’S NEXT?

LEADERSHIP

Need to focus on developing 

leaders at all levels.

LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT

Need to reinvent the learning   

experience. 

CULTURE AND ENGAGEMENT

Create meaningful work, deep 

engagement and job f it.

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

Emphasize coaching and feedback.

WORKFORCE ON DEMAND

Need to apply engagement 

strategies to all workers.

PEOPLE DATA EVERYWHERE

Need to leverage inside and outside data 

sources.

REINVENTING HR

Align HR capabilit ies with business goals.

HR AND PEOPLE ANALYTICS

Need a long-term commitment to 

analytics.

SIMPLIFICATION OF WORK

Redesign work to focus on what matters.

MACHINES AS TALENT

Stay vigilant for opportunities to apply 

technology.

LEADING

ENGAGING

REINVENTING

REIMAGINING
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2015 HC TRENDS – WHERE COMPANIES CAN START?

LEADING

LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT – Build a corporate learning experience that touches every

employee in a significant way

 Reimagine and redesign the learning experience to create an environment that attracts and

encourages people to learn

 Provide a personalized, learning experience in a digital environment

 Analyze where the L&D spending is going, rationalize and reengineer with little or no incremental

investment

 Centralize learning spending , focus on technical, professional and leadership programs and

distribute programs locally, leveraging centralized infrastructure and common learning experiences

 Assign development team to build “learning architecture” by redefining learning as an agile and

learning experience

 Reimagine learning measurement model, include new metrics which are measuring all types of

activity i.e activity and usage, net promoter scores, feedback, satisfaction rate, instructor rate etc

 Elevate the position of learning leader to attract experienced technology and HR leaders and to

engage top leadership in building a learning culture

LEADERSHIP – Invest continuously in the leaders of tomorrow

 Engage top executives to maintain a continuous investment in leadership development

 Build a simple capability framework to select, assess, develop and success leaders for today and

tomorrow based on top business priorities

 Focus on growing segments of leaders, such as Millennials, and tailor development to their needs

and preferences

 Develop inclusive leaders by investing in mid and first-level managers, not only at the top

 Encourage leaders to develop successors and sharing talent

 Create new leadership development opportunities by offering a range of new leadership experiences

i.e. pro bono and community service projects
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2015 HC TRENDS – WHERE COMPANIES CAN START?

ENGAGING

CULTURE AND ENGAGEMENT – Companies should focus in driving engagement through the

right corporate culture

 Make people engagement and retention a corporate priority by engaging the top leadership

 Put in place modern models and tools to evaluate and assess organizational culture in real time

 Teach leaders how to be authentic and transparent, to create a coaching and feedback culture and

so they can help employees make their work meaningful

 Listen their Millennials, understand their needs, desires and values and adapt accordingly

 Simplify the work by reducing the burden of today’s 24/7 work environment

WORKFORCE ON DEMAND - Need to apply engagement strategies to all workers.

 Proactively plan for a hybrid workforce that includes owned and on-demand employees

 Tap into expert networks rather than hire people outright

 Educate business and HR leaders on the range of on-and off-balance-sheet approaches to talent,

to provide information on available on-demand elated talent markets

 Put in place integrated management and risk controls across the business

 Customize the training and on-boarding to match the type of contractor

 Extend performance management and analytics efforts to on-demand talent, and understand how

to develop, engage and manage those people

 Develop HR and IT systems to support on-demand talent to accommodate new categories of

employees

 Ensure clear lines of authority, and define criteria for success in managing on—demand workers
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2015 HC TRENDS – WHERE COMPANIES CAN START?

ENGAGING (CONT.)

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT – A tool for greater employee engagement rather than waste

valuable time

 Simplify the current performance management system by getting rid of time-consuming

procedures

 Be sure that company’s philosophy is aligned with organization’s strategy and culture by clarifying

the behaviors expected of managers and senior business leaders

 Disconnect performance management conversations from compensation conversations and let

the people hear and adopt the feedback that lead to improved performance

 Build a new performance management culture by encouraging ongoing feedback

 Shift the performance management culture from a top-down evaluation to continuous

development

 Give managers the authority and tools to recognize and reward people through out the year

 Invest in leadership development that helps managers learn how to coach and develop their

teams
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REINVENTING HR - Align HR capabilities with business goals.

 HR business partners must become trusted business advisors with the requisite skills to analyze,

consult, and resolve critical business issues

 Embed HR specialists into the business, to live and work close to business units and coordinate them

to build a strong network of expertise

 Create rigorous assessments for top HR staff and rotate high performers from business into HR to

create a magnet for strong leaders

 Invest in HR development by creating an “HR university” within the organization, to make sure that

HR people are developing the necessary skills to survive

 Focus on capabilities such as business acumen, consulting and project management skills,

organizational design and change, and HR analytical skills

HR AND PEOPLE ANALYTICS - Need a long-term commitment to analytics.

 Build a highly diverse analytical team and combine people with business knowledge and those with

technical skills and add experts with skills in communication, visualization, and consulting .

 Utilize the existing tools as a start; analytics based on less-than-perfect data is better than no

analytics

 Partner with IT and build programs to ensure data quality

 Use current HR analytics and look for areas in the HR operating model that can be improved

 Connect directly analytics to business issues – be it turnover, sales productivity etc.

 Upgrade technology platforms (i.e. cloud) to leverage embedded analytics

2015 HC TRENDS – WHERE COMPANIES CAN START?

REINVENTING
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PEOPLE DATA EVERYWHERE - Need to leverage inside and outside data sources.

 HR teams need to cooperate with Marketing teams, to harness their expertise in monitoring and

managing external people data

 Companies should investigate tools to tap into major social networks and to become comfortable

with the use of external data

 Acknowledge the new reality; data are becoming even more available outside a company

2015 HC TRENDS – WHERE COMPANIES CAN START?

REINVENTING (CONT.)
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SIMPLIFICATION OF WORK - Redesign work to focus on what matters.

 Make simplification a business priority by engage a team and ensure that HR is involved

 Reducing the number of emails, meeting, and conference calls and create a calmer, more relaxed

work environment

 Invest in more integrated, simpler technology, rather than looking for more features

 Implement design thinking and process simplification within HR

 Reduce complexity and business leaders to help people focus on what really matters

MACHINES AS TALENT - Stay vigilant for opportunities to apply technology.

 Invest the time and effort to learn about how cognitive technologies can impact business, jobs, and

productivity

 HR teams to collaborate with universities, technology companies, and industry suppliers and partners

to share experiences about cognitive technologies and robotics

 Experiment and pilot cognitive technologies in new job models give leaders the option to create

values with them

 Analyze the impact of new combinations of technologies and robotics in business and how these are

improve, or diminish, both productivity and employee engagement

2015 HC TRENDS – WHERE COMPANIES CAN START?

REIMAGINING
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